Jane Haldimand Marcet's Conversations on Chemistry has traditionally claimed historical attention for its effects on the young bookbinder Michael Faraday, who was converted to a life of science while binding and reading it. Marcet "inspired Faraday with a love of science and blazed for him that road in chemical and physical experimentation which led to such marvelous results," in H.J. Mozans's romantic account. Or, as Eva Armstrong put it, Marcet led Faraday to "dedicate himself to a science in which his name became immortal." 1 Disciplines
shed some light on the priorities of a poorly understood group: teachers and administrators at intermediate or college-level women's schools in the first half of the nineteenth century. I show that while these educational reformers had numerous options, they favored a chemistry text that was theoretical and experimental: Marcet's Conversations on Chemistry. More "domestic" or practical chemistry textbooks, which were widely available, fared poorly, as did the less common textbooks emphasizing chemistry's spiritual lessons.
School administrators and instructors used domestic and religious justifications to increase the social acceptability of science education for women in the early nineteenth century. My work suggests, however, that the actual instruction at the women's schools promoted feminine interest in scientific theory at a level that exceeded that required for domestic efficiency or religious gratification. All of Marcet's later Conversations involved the characters-Mrs. B., Caroline, and Emily-introduced in Conversations on Chemistry. Caroline, an impetuous and skeptical student, was somewhat more interested in explosions than in fundamentals of science. Emily was serious and bright, and more likely to ask important questions. The two young women were thirteen to fifteen years old (at 3 Alexander Marcet was a physician and, later, chemistry professor at Guy's Hospital, London. When his wife inherited a substantial fortune upon the death of her father in 1817, Marcet was able to give up medicine and devote himself to chemistry. He was the author of several scientific papers, and his work on the specific heats of gases was cited in other textbooks and in his wife's book. Marcet's social circle is briefly explored in Armstrong, "Jane Marcet" (cit. n. 1). See also Auguste de la Rive's obituary notice for Jane Marcet, "Madame Marcet," Bibliotheque Revue Suisse et Etrangere, 1859, N.S., 4:445-468 (transcription and least, Emily's age was given in Conversations on Natural Philosophy as thirteen) and apparently not related. Caroline's father owned a lead mine in Yorkshire, and Emily's family background was not mentioned.S They were young women of wealth, well educated and sensitive to social conventions. In her introduction to the chemistry text Marcet apologized for their intelligence: "It will no doubt be observed that in the course of these Conversations, remarks are often introduced, which appear much too acute for the young pupils, by whom they are supposed to be made. Of this fault the author is fully aware." She explained that the unusual brightness of the pupils was necessary lest the work become "tedious."
In the opening conversation, Caroline claimed to be uninterested in the science of chemistry:
Caroline. To confess the truth, Mrs. B., I am not disposed to form a very favourable idea of chemistry, nor do I expect to derive much entertainment from it. I prefer the sciences which exhibit nature on a grand scale, to those that are confined to the minutiae of petty details.
Mrs. B. I rather imagine, my dear Caroline, that your want of taste for chemistry proceeds from the very limited idea you entertain of its object.... [Nature's laboratory] is the Universe, and there she is incessantly employed in chemical operations.
You are surprised, Caroline; but I assure you that the most wonderful and the most interesting phenomena of nature are almost all of them produced by chemical powers.
When the conversation turned serious, Emily joined in, and the first lesson centered on "constituent" and "integrant" parts. The book then progressed in twenty-six conversations from simple to compound bodies, and from elements to living systems. Marcet included discussions of light and heat, electricity, oxygen and hydrogen, sulfur and carbon, metals, attraction, acidification, decomposition, and animal productions. A twenty-seventh conversation, on the steam engine, was added from 1830 on.
This range of topics indicates the parameters of early nineteenth-century chemistry. The field included-in some fashion-geology, mineralogy, electricity, fermentation, plant respiration, and animal growth. Chemists studied meteors, minerals, animal phosphorescence, medicinal cures, and soil samples.
Marcet could, quite reasonably, turn her attention to "bones, teeth, horns, ligaments and cartilage" or to the "effects of Light and air on Vegetation."
But chemistry, however broadly defined, was not the only subject of the text.
By the time Marcet wrote her chemistry book, she had already completed her
Conversations on Political Economy (published later) and some of the themes from that volume made their way into her chemistry lessons. For example, she touched on problems of class. She had Mrs. B. proclaim that the "well-informed"
were often too eager to adopt new technology, while the uninformed, "having no other test of the value of a novelty but time and experience" were sometimes able to "prevent the propagation of error." Mrs. B. also praised England's colliers, "digging out of the bowels of the earth one of the most valuable necessaries of life." She expressed disdain for scientific pretense, urging Caroline not to use the word oxydate rather than rust, "for you might be suspected of affectation."6
Marcet also was aware of the sexual politics of her work and made frequent reference to her feminine readers and their presumed interest in science. In her preface she apologized for daring to publish a work on science, describing her apprehension that her work would be considered "unsuited to the ordinary pur- 7 Crellin cites a December 1803 letter from the London physician John Yelloly to Alexander Marcet, in which Yelloly seems to imply that Alexander is responsible for the quality of Jane's (as yet unpublished) manuscript: Crellin, "Marcet's Conversations on Chemistry" (cit. n. 2). 12 Cf. Marcet, 1839 Hartford edition, conversations 2 and 3, with Edward Turner, Elements of
Chemistry (1842), pp. 9-50.
13 Clarke makes this comparison in "Marcet and Her Conversations on Chemistry" (cit. n. 10). 14 The book was often printed more than once in a single year by competing publishers, e.g., by Increase Cooke of New Haven and James Humphreys of Philadelphia in 1809. Two or more runs of Marcet's book or the imitative Thomas P. Jones New Conversations on Chemistry were also produced by various American publishers in 1818, 1824, 1831, 1836, 1839, and 1844. Cornell's efficient 16 Jean Jacques has noted the anonymous publication in Paris in 1826 of Entretiens sur la chimie apres les methodes of MM. Thenard et Davy, virtually a direct translation of Marcet's text. Mrs. B. became Mme de Beaumont, Emily was transformed to Gustave, but Caroline remained Caroline. The same year A. Payen produced a version under the title La chimie enseignee en vingt-six le!ons). Though he restyled portions of the text, he lifted the order of the conversations and many discussion directly from Marcet's text. Jean Jacques, "Une chimiste qui avait de la conversation: Jane Marcet (1796-1858)," Nouveau Journal de Chimie, 1986, 10:209-211. 17 A modem facsimile of the German edition was published in 1984, with an afterword by the historian of chemistry Otto Paul Kratz (Unterhaltungen uber die Chemie, trans. F. F. Runge [Wein-A contemporary commentator set American sales figures at 160,000 copies.18
Marcet did not intend her Conversations to be used as a textbook. In Britain, it was apparently used as she expected, as a guide to popular lectures on chemistry or natural philosophy. But in America it became the most successful elementary chemistry text of the first half of the nineteenth century. A succession of male editors reshaped it for classroom use through twenty-three pirated American editions over forty-seven years. Indeed, as noted earlier, the work was commonly attributed (in biographical dictionaries, catalogues and obituaries in the United States) to its male editors. 19 In the absence of international copyright law, Marcet received no income from these American editions, nor had she any control over the American commentaries and improvements.20
The American editors added study questions, dictionaries of terms, guides to the experiments, and critical commentaries. These amendments for the classroom were not a marketing strategy concocted by the book's American publishers, but the response of professional chemists and educators to the book's growing use as an introductory chemistry text. Conversations on Chemistry was widely adopted in the schools by 1818. It then attracted American editors, most of whom seemed to be disturbed by its popularity. page Blake warned (in triple negative) that "no small portion of learners will pass over without study, all in which they are not to be questioned."
Blake's questions were not particularly thought provoking-they promoted rote learning-but they were apparently taken seriously by some students. In several copies of Marcet's text reviewed for this study, some long-ago student had dutifully penciled in the proper answers to these questions in the small space allotted on the page. his various editions, for a text averaging about 330 pages. In these notes he frequently disagreed with Marcet and sometimes implied that she was incompetent. When she explained the presence of so much "calcareous matter" as the "effect of a general combustion occasioned by some revolution of our globe,"
Comstock noted: "This idea is at random. We cannot account for the origin of carbonic acid in its native state, any better than we can for oxygen."26 When Marcet suggested that it was highly unusual for three or more substances to combine without any of them being precipitated, Comstock noted that "such compounds are quite numerous." He characterized her explanation of volcanoes as "supposition piled on supposition."27 When she attempted to explain the role of water in the life cycle of plants, he responded in a footnote: "The foregoing paragraph might mislead the student. Indeed, it seems to have been written without regard to proper authorities." When she suggested that "combustion is the Keating and Cooper, while milder in their criticisms of Marcet, also expressed concern about the promotion of questionable theories to beginning students.
Cooper edited the text "lest the young student should adopt as certainties many theoretical views which have hardly yet arrived at probability." He noted that Marcet had followed Davy where his contemporaries "have not yet dared to follow him." This adoption of Davy's ideas rendered the book "extremely interesting" but less than ideal for instruction in the fundamentals of chemistry.31
Marcet's editors also worried about her depiction of the use of hands-on laboratory experiment in the training of beginners. They found such a proposal extremely risky, and their concerns were not unwarranted. From Comstock's corrections of her experiments, it appears possible that Marcet did not actually perform all the experiments she described. Certainly her suggestion that elementary chemical instruction might include laboratory experiment was quite novel. and the Franklin Institute, was one of the first to apply this teaching method in an American college. It was not until after the Civil War that laboratory instruction for beginning students became the norm.32
While her other American editors merely inserted footnotes or study questions, Thomas P. Jones wrote a "new" text that followed Marcet's format precisely in terms of data presented, but eliminated the humor and personal commentary of the original. Jones, a professor of chemistry at Columbia College in Washington and a popular lecturer on chemistry and natural philosophy, was interested in filling the text with as many chemical facts as possible.33 Publishing his first version of Marcet's book in 1831, he explained that while Marcet's text received "deservedly high praise" and had "contributed more than any other work to promote the study of chemistry," its original role as "companion for the parlour" had been superseded. The new role of textbook called for a different presentation. The digressions which gave the original work "variety and interest" in the "family circle" were now an impediment to the rapid assimilation of new facts, he said.34 Jones's version, though lacking the entertainment value and "charm" which might be assumed to be one reason for Marcet's success, was relatively successful itself: it was reprinted twelve times, more frequently than most other chemistry texts of the era. Lewis attended the Kimberton Boarding School. The astronomer Maria Mitchell, her student and fellow-astronomer Mary Whitney, the chemist and educator Mary Lyon, the psychologist Christine Ladd-Franklin, and the chemist and home economist Ellen Swallow Richards were also products of this changing educational climate.48
The availability of serious scientific education in the new women's academies set the stage for increasing women's involvement in science. The access to introductory science instruction in a formal laboratory setting-rather than through a male family member, or a brother's tutor-legitimated feminine interest in scientific theory. And as the famous Faraday anecdote suggests, the young mind can sometimes reach grand conclusions from rather minor encounters. 47 The Boston Girls' High School has been credited with being the first school to offer the teaching of chemistry with laboratory instruction, in 1865. By 1871 many high schools had chemistry laboratories. See Sidney Rosen, "The Rise of High School Chemistry in America (to 1920)," J. Chem. Educ., 1956, 33:627-633 
